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DEVOTIONS AND DIETS 

They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread 

and to prayer. (Acts 2:24) 

This single verse describes the pattern of discipleship established in the Scriptures and practiced 

by the early church. These were (and remain) the four “devotions” of the Christian:  

 The Apostle’s Teaching: the Christ-centered preaching and reading of the Scriptures 

 The Fellowship: the connecting of Christians in a way that mutually encourages all to 

greater faith in Christ and love for others 

 The Breaking of Bread: the practice of worship that centers upon our salvation in 

Christ, particularly as portrayed in the Lord’s Supper 

 Prayer: the offering up of all our desires and needs unto God the Father through Jesus 

Christ. This includes prayers of praise, thanksgiving, confession and supplication.  

Devotions means that these things were not merely habits, but rather the focus of their daily 

lives. Much (or perhaps most) of their free time would have been spent in these activities. Now 

consider this chart below which gives us some insight into the devotions of American adults.  

 

In 2013, the average adult spent over 5 hours per day online and 4 ½ hours watching TV. Now 

some of this time would include multitasking (watching TV and browsing the internet at the 

same time). Even so, it is safe to say that between 6 and 10 hours of every day was spent in front 

of some kind of screen. We might even say of American Christians: “They devoted themselves 

to the teachings of Television, the browsing of the web and the fellowship of Facebook.” 
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Of course, I cannot stand in judgment on our nation, for I am no better. I spend far too much time 

on media (some helpful and necessary, but most of it trivial and distracting) and this has 

certainly affected the way that I go about my day. With the advancement of technology, it has 

become increasingly more difficult to find time for prayer, bible study and fellowship. I am far 

more easily distracted and have a harder time enjoying the moment and the people that I am 

with. Therefore, my prayer of late has been:  

Give me an undivided heart, that I may fear your name. (Psalm 86:11) 

TIME FOR A DIET 

For all the low-fat and low carb attempts I’ve made over the years, perhaps it’s time to go on a 

low-screen diet. Not that I (or you, if you’re like me) would cut out TV and internet entirely, but 

rather that we would simply limit our intake and reclaim some of those “devoted” hours. What 

would happen if we pried ourselves away from our computer and TV screens for just 6 hours a 

week and returned to the devotions of the first Christians? What could we do with 6 hours a 

week over the course of just one year?  

Here are some possibilities:  

 If we devoted those 6 hours for Bible Readings, we could read the Bible four times from 

cover to cover.  

 If we devoted those 6 hours for fellowship, we could entertain every family at MSBC at 

least once and be a faithful member of a small group. 

 If we devoted those 6 hours for worship, we could have perfect attendance for Sunday 

School, Sunday morning and evening worship, and a midweek service to boot. 

 If we devoted those 6 hours for prayer, we could spend an hour and a half in prayer for 

every single nation in the world OR 4 minutes of intercession for every single family in 

Amesbury.  

So, what do you think? How would you feel about deleting distractions and trimming the trivia 

of life so that we can devote ourselves to the Apostle’s Teaching, the Fellowship, the Breaking of 

Bread and prayer? I think it’s time we go on a diet. 
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